For the lightweight video and HDSLR cameras with video function, Chrosziel has developed the new Handle Bar proVideo and the wider one Handle Bar proVideo plus.

It is a well-priced accessory for video cameras with integrated shoulder pad for the friends of the classic handheld operation mode.

The Handle Bars mount on Lightweight Support with 15 mm rods, like Chrosziel’s series with base 401-400. They simply slide on the rods and are clamped with a knurled knob on both rods. The handgrips are angled outwards and can be pivoted at convenience. The new Handle Bar proVideo and proVideo plus can also be used on supports from other suppliers as long as they use 15 mm rods.

The Handle Bar proVideo, art. no. 403-10 has a grip width of approx. 180 mm / 7 inch, weighs only 205 g / 7.2 oz and costs € 89,- (RRP).

The Handle Bar proVideo plus, art. no. 403-20 has a grip width of approx. 270 mm / 12 inch, weighs only 290 g / 10 oz and costs € 89,- (RRP).

Handle Bar proVideo and Shoulder Pad proVideo
For cameras without shoulder pad like all HDSLR photo cameras with video function, Chrosziel completes the Handle Bar with the **Shoulder Pad proVideo**.

To achieve a stable picture, these cameras have to be rested on the shoulder. The **Shoulder Pad proVideo** was developed as an alternative to the Chrosziel Balancer shoulder brace. The Shoulder Pad connector slides into the slot on the back of the 401-100 LightWeight Support base and is fixed with a knurled thumb screw. Quick change between tripod and shoulder is possible, because the tripod plate does not have to be removed to attach the pad. At any position on the support rod the pad itself pivots and is fixed with a u-clamp. The very low weight of 360 g / 12.7 oz allows comfortable shooting.

Upgrade the **Shoulder Pad proVideo** with a belly rest to get a **Balancer ENG**.

The **Shoulder Pad proVideo**, art. no. 3035 costs € 179.- [RRP].